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JAPAN FILM FESTIVAL

JAPAN FILM FESTIVAL LOS ANGELES 2013

@ JFLA AUDITORIUM 

FREE ADMISSION!! 

 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15TH, 2013

☆12PM-12:35PM

 “Living in Japan” (34min)

Director Shusuke Kaneko shows a day in the l ife of a teenage girl ,  interspersed with

videos submitted by the general public that represent the things that come to her mind

as she moves through her day.  The elderly of Yoronjima Island pray for a rich harvest. 

Children play sports.  Women anticipate the birth of their unborn babies.  Juxtaposed

with these scenes are the images of devastation wrought by one of the greatest

natural disasters in modern history.  Yet despite the deep scars left by the earthquake and tsunami, the people of Japan

seek a return to the traditions and rituals of their daily l ives.  The aim of the fi lm is to show through the lens of a single

day that people in Japan are sti l l  l iving l ife as they always have, using videos and local music to create poetry of images

that speaks to the hearts of people the world over.

©「リビング・イン・ジャパン」製作委員会

Documentary; 35min, 2011

Director: Shusuke Kaneko

 

☆12:40PM-1:20PM

“Japanese American History Unknown” (35min)

Japanese Americans have suffered untold racial discrimination and prejudice in their

homeland the United States, but their worst suffering began after the attack on Pearl

Harbor, when the U.S. government reclassif ied them as enemy aliens and relocated

them to internment camps with Executive Order 9066.  Soldiers of the 442nd

Regimental Combat Team volunteered to risk their l ives at the Western Front in World War I I to prove their American
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loyalty with their blood.  Members of the Military Intell igence Service suffered as they fought in the Pacific, including the

homeland of their parents and relatives.  Some faced their own brothers, forced to fight by Japan, and many on both

sides failed to return home.

©Fi lm Voice/  UTB

Documentary; 35 min, 2012

Director: Junichi Suzuki

Music: Kitaro

 

☆1:30PM-3:30PM

“Tokyo AINU” (114min)

The Ainu are an indigenous people of Japan whose homeland is the northern island of

Hokkaido.  Their history is similar to other indigenous peoples throughout the world --

dispossession, assimilation, marginalization, discrimination, loss of culture, and

uncertain survival.  After the Second World War, many Ainu left Hokkaido in the hope of leaving their traumatic history

behind and finding a new life in large cities, mainly in and around Tokyo.  Tokyo Ainu is the first feature-length fi lm

documenting the never-before-heard story of these people.  The fi lm weaves a tapestry from a wealth of voices, tell ing

a story of how the Ainu Diaspora in Greater Tokyo came together to form a community, and what aspirations have driven

them to hold on to Ainu tradition away from their homeland.   It is a quiet story of courageous people who continue to be

Ainu wherever they are.

©「TOKYO アイヌ」映像製作委員会

Documentary; 114 min, 2011

Director: Hiroshi Moriya

 

☆7PM-8:30PM

“Little Wing” (100min)

After the terrible disaster in Fukushima, Misaki and her son Yamato have evacuated to

Tokyo.  Sti l l  young, Yamato wants to learn karate to gain strength and confidence, but

Misaki won’t let him – even though she used to love karate.  One day in Tokyo, she

meets Kiryu, a former companion in her own study of the martial art.  Kiryu, now the

master of a dojo, wants to teach Yamato, but crisis comes to the dojo and Misaki refuses, seeing karate as a negative

influence.  Amid these continuing troubles, Yamato’s own inner strength begins to influence the adults l itt le by l itt le, and

small wonders can happen when he takes fl ight in spite of his small size.

©２０１３  リトルウィング製作委員会
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Drama; 90 min, 2013

Director: Kenji Kurata

Starring: Nahana, Ryunosuke Kawai

Upcoming Events

JAPANEMA = Japanese Cinema

Arts & Culture Grants

Rental Exhibitions

Past Events: Lecture Series 

Past Events: Exhibitions 

Past Events: Others 

Lights, Camera, Japanese! Become a Voice Over Star

Japanese Workshop: Samurai Acting

Workshop: Create Your Own Kanji & Call igraphy

Butoh Workshop by Dance Maestro Mushimaru Fujieda

An Evening with Kabuki Actor Kyozo Nakamura

Lecture & Demonstration: Samurai Spirit Alive

Words Can't Go There: John Kaizan Nepture Shakuhachi Live in Los Angeles

Workshop: Action in Japanese

Evening Time Wellness Wednesday (Yoga & Meditation)

Change the World with Onigiri 2018

Lecture & Demonstration: Noh Masks
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Ask Marty

TATAKE TAKE: Let's Play Bamboo Beat!

Hands on with Japanese Handmade Paper

Bamboo Music

Japan Korea Miso

Rakugo Sankyo

Takahashi Hiroko

New Year's Cuisine

One Piece Kabuki

Time After Time

Takeo Kawaguchi - SLOW BODY

Street-style Kendama

Perspectives on Risque Cinema

Cinema Kabuki

Cinema Kabuki

R&R Library Lounge

Java and Jazz Library Lounge

Change the World With Onigiri

Japanese Design Today

Kyogen Performance/Workshop

Daidengaku Dance Workshop
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Headquarters New York Office Center for Global Partnership Volunteer ボランティア募集
Japan Related Links Job Openings (Updated)

5700 Wilshire blvd, Suite 100 

Los Angeles, CA 90036

P. 323.761.7510

Mashi Murakami Meet & Greet

Daughters of the Samurai

One-Man Kabuki Storyteller

Zen Call igraphy Workshop

Rakugo

The Great Passage

Ai Kuwabara Trio Project

Japanese Kites

Hachi - A Dog's Tale

Japan Film Festival

Director's Talk

Nikkatsu at 100

Cast Me If You Can

Abeya Tsugaru-Shamisen

Arigato From Japan

Past Events: Japanema (PDF) 
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Annual Report
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